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SINES AND INTERPOLATION IN INDIA
V. MADHUKAR MALLAYYA*
(Received 23 April 2012)
Indian astronomers made great strides in the field of trigonometric
computations and interpolation theory. Their discovery of trigonometric
functions was mainly focussed to find the position and motion of planets,
stars and other astronomical phenomena. They finally developed the infinite
power series by interpolation and improved considerably value of sine,
and versed sine tables and other trigonometric functions.
–
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INTRODUCTION
If an arc BOW of length 2s subtends an angle 2θ at the centre K, O
being the mid point of the arc, then the arc BO is of length s and subtend
an angle θ at K. The half chord BJ of the arc BOW is called the jya– or j ī va–
of the arc BO, the upright KJ on BJ the kot. i-jya– of the arc, and the arrowlike protruding part JO the sƒara or ba–n. a or utkrama-jya– of the arc. If the
radius is R then its
, kot. i-jya– = KJ = R cos θ , and
. Tabular values of trigonometric
functions and their differences are constructed for the purpose of interpolation
and this is a general feature Indian astronomical texts (Bag, 1969, 79-85).
If

is the angular measure of an arc bit, then for
where l =3× 2m, m = 0, 1, 2, 3, ... denote the ith tabular

Rsine, Rcosine and Rversine by
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respectively where J 0 = 0. Also for
denote

the

tabular

Rsine

difference

by ∆Ji. The l tabular values are computed
at every increase of h minutes of arc. Generally l = 24 is found to have been
used for which m = 3 and h = 225′. The Rsine of a third part of the
quadrantal arc (i.e. of a ra–sƒi) is

where

.The last

tabular Rsine Ji is the Rsine of the whole quadrantal arc or the jya– of three
ra–sƒis (often called trijya– or trira–sƒi-jya–) and is equal to R. Different values
for R are found to have been used by different astronomers. In some of the
–
–
works such as the Aryabhat. ī ya ofAryabhat.a I; the Su–rya-siddha–nta; the
Maha–bha–skar ī ya of Bha– skara I; the Sƒis. yadh ī vr. ddhida-tantra of Lalla; the
–
Maha–-siddha–nta of Aryabhat.a II; and the Siddha–nta-sƒiroman. i of Bha– skara
II the value of R is taken as 3438′. The Vat. esƒvara-siddha–nta of Vat.esƒvara
and Paramesƒvara’s commentary on the Laghubha–skar ī ya gives a more refined
value 3437′44′′ and a further refined value 3437′44′′19′′′ (=1237589′′′) can
be had from the works such as the Maha– bha– skar ī yabha– s. ya of
Govindasva– min and Udayadiva– kara’s commentary on the Laghubha–skar ī ya.
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967
–
Utpala’s commentary on Br. hat-sam
. hita gives R = 3437+ 1309. The value
3437′44′′48′′′attributed to Ma– dhava can be had from the works of N lakan. th. a,
Sƒankara Va– riar, and Jyes. t.adeva. Apart from these the value 900′ can be had
from the Dhya–na-grahopadesƒa adhya–ya and the Khan. d. akha–dyaka of
Brahmagupta and the Sƒisyadh īvr. ddhida-tantra of Lalla. Brahmagupta also
used the value 3270′ for R. Another value 120′ is found to have been used
in the Pañca-siddha–ntika– of Vara– hamihira, the Karan. apraka–sƒa of
Brahmadeva, the Siddha–nta-sƒiroman. i and Karan. akutu–hala of Bha– skara II.
Since the accuracy in the interpolated value depends on the accuracy
of the tabular values used as well as on the method of interpolation, various
methods for construction of tabular values with desired degree of accuracy
and several methods for interpolation are found to have been developed
from time to time. Some of these methods from select works are briefly
described here.
–

1. ARYABHAT. ī YA

OF

–

ARYABHAT.A I

–

Aryabhat.a I (b. 476 AD) describes a geometrical method1 based on
two important formulae namely

and

with

which one can compute i) l tabular values at every increase of h minutes of
arc and ii) the first Rsine J1 = R sinh that is needed for the construction of
l tabular values by means of other algorithms prescribed for the purpose.
–
Aryabhat.a’s scheme for computation of l(=24) tabular sines consists of two
parts.While the first part of the scheme is initiated from
to compute Ji for i = 4, 2, 1; 23; 16; 20, 10,5; 19; 22, 11; 13; 14, 7; 17, the
second part is initiated from Jl = J24 = R to compute ji for i = 12, 6, 3; 21;
18; 9; 15.
The geometrical method also gives first Rsine that is needed for
computation of tabular Rsine differences and Rsines by another method
–
stated by Aryabhat.a I2 according to which the tabular Rsine differences ∆Ji
and tabular Rsines J i for i = 1, 2, 3 ..., l-1 are given by

740
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and Ji+1 = Ji + ∆Ji. Some of the commentators
for

recommend the use of the formula

computation of tabular Rsine differences where ∆Ji = J1 (which in short
,

gives

J i+1

=

Ji

+

∆J i )

or

the

formula

for i = 2, 3, ..., l-1, where ∆ J 0 = J 1
and J2 = J1 + ∆J1. Aryabhat.a’s first Rsine is 225′ and the
–

twenty four tabular Rsine-differences listed3 are 225, 224, 222, 219, 215,
210, 205, 199, 191, 183, 174, 164, 154, 143, 131, 119, 106, 93, 79, 65, 51,
37, 22, 7 minutes for every increase of 225 minutes (3°45′) of arc.
2. PAÑCASIDHA–NTIKA–

OF

VARA– HAMIHIRA

Vara– hamihira (b. 505 AD) gives a detailed discussion of Rsines and
construction of trigonometric tables in the famous astronomical treatise
Pañcasidha–ntika– (Thibaut & Dvivedi, 1997 iv. 1-11, pp 22-24). Rsines are
derived successively for every 3°45′ increase of arc with R = 120′ using a
procedure4 based on repeated application of the formula
, and

or

starting from the values of Rsin

30°, Rsin 45°, Rsin 60° and Rsin 90°. The squares of Rsines of 30°, 45°, 60°
and 90° are respectively 3600, 7200, 10800 and 14400 minutes. The twenty
four Rsines are: 7′51′′, 15′40′′, 23′25′′, 31′4′′, 38′34′′, 45′56′′, 53′5′′, and
60′0′′ in the first sign (ie, up to 30°); 66′40′′, 73′3′′, 79′7′′, 84′51′′, 90′13′′,
95′12′′, 99′46′′, 103′55′′ in the second sign, and 107′37′′, 110′52′′, 113′37′′,
115′55′′, 117′42′′, 118′59′′, 119′44′′ and 120′0′′ in the third sign.
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3. MAHA–BHA–SKAR ī YA

OF

BHA– SKARA I

Bha– skaraI(c. 600 AD) gives two methods for computation of Rsines
in the Maha–bha–skar ī ya. One is without using tabular values of Rsine
differences and the other using tabular Rsine-differences. The rule for finding
desired Rsines without using tabular values given by Bhâskara I is based on
where θ is in

the approximate formula5,
degrees. [This is of the form Sinθ =

16θ (π − θ )
if θ is in radians]
5π 2 − 4θ (π − θ )

The other rule given by Bha– skara I for computing Rsines and Rversed
sines is based on a simple interpolation technique using the concept of
proportion 6 . According to this rule, the desired jya–
=

=
, where h = 225, n is the quotient and ρ is the remainder

when the desired arc is divided by h.
i.e,

Thus

where

nh

=

x,

and

.
Denoting

, the rule gives

which is exactly

the Newton’s interpolation formula up to first order. Using this, the values
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of Rsines can be interpolated for different u < 1 (since ρ < h). Desired
Rsines (and also Rversines) can be computed using this formula and the
given tabular Rsine-differences up to 90o of arc. For finding Rsines
corresponding to arcs having angular measure greater than 90o, Bha– skara I
prescribes the following formulae7
Rsin (90° + θ) = Rsin 90° - Rversin θ
Rsin (180° + θ) = - Rsin θ
Rsin (270° + θ) = - Rsin 90° + Rversin θ for θ < 90°.
4. BRA–HMASPHUT. A-SIDDHA–NTA; DHYA–NAGRAHOPADESƒA–DHYA–YA
& KHAN. D. AKHA–DYAKA OF BRAHMAGUPTA
In his standard works Brahmagupta (7th cent) dealt not only with
construction of tabular values at equal arc bits and computation of desired
Rsine values using such tabular values at equal intervals but also with
computation of desired Rsines from a given set of tabular values at unequal
intervals.
i) Of the two methods for computation of tabular Rsines for every increase
of equal arc bits given in the Bra–hmasphut. a siddha–nta (Sharma, Rama
Swarup, 1966, verse xxi, 17-23, pp. 1349-58) one is graphical and the
other one based on the two formulae:
F1:

(or in an alternate form

where D =

2R) and
F2:

where

Starting from

where,

l =3× 2m, m = 0, 1, 2, ... (m = 3

for 24 tabular values so that k = 8) and applying F1 and F2 on Jn for every
even n, Ji can be computed along with Jl-i for

and

starting from Jl = R and applying the same procedure can be computed
along with Jl-i for

.
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Brahmagupta’s tabular values8 at arc bits of with R = 150 are as follows:
arc i in degrees

0

15

30

45

60

75

90

Ji

0

39

75

106

130

145

150

39

36

31

24

15

5

-3

-5

-7

-9

-10

∆Ji
∆2Ji

Using these tabular values the desired intermediate Rsine values can be
computed by applying the interpolation technique prescribed by
Brahmagupta. While Bha– skara I introduced the first order interpolation
technique, Brahmagupta extended it to the second order as found
mentioned in his works9 Bra–hmasphut. a-siddha–nta -Dhya–na-grahopadesƒa
adhya–ya (before 628AD) and Khan. d. akha–dyaka (of 665 AD). Denoting
the tabular difference passed over (gata khan. d. a) by dg, the difference to
be passed over (bhogya khan. d. a) or that in the current interval by db, and
the residual arc in minutes by ρ, then the true functional difference in the
current

interval

is
according as

or
. That is,

according as dg < db or dg > db where h = 900′, and db=dg+1. This true
difference d is over the current tabular arc interval of size h containing
the residual arc and so the true difference applicable over ρ is

.

Therefore the desired functional value is obtained by adding this to the
just preceeding tabular functional value. If
or Rversine then the desired functional value is

This gives
> db

and f stands for Rsine
.

if dg
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if dg > dg+1

Thus,

This is exactly the Newton-Stirling’s interpolation formula up to second
order term(Gupta, 1969, pp. 86-98).
ii) For a given set of tabular values at unequal intervals, Brahmagupta has
given the following method for interpolation of desired values10. Let the
angular measure of the tabular arcs si be xi = h1 + h2 + h3 + ... + hi for
(where
are different for tables with
unequal arc bits and all equal to say h for tables with equal arc bits). Let
the corresponding functional values be
where

for

. Tabular differences are
, where

, and

.

Let α be the intervening argument between xq and xq+1 whose functional
value Rsin α is desired and
(vikala) such that

where ρ is the residual arc

. The interval crossed is

current interval within which it lies is

and the

.

bhukta gati = length of the crossed interval = xq - xq-1 = hq
bhogya gati = length of the current interval = xq+1 - xq = hq+1
bhukta gati phala–m
. sƒa= tabular difference in the crossed interval
= Jq - Jq-1 = ∆Jq-1.
bhogya gati phala–m
. sƒa = tabular difference in the current interval
= Jq+1 - Jq = ∆Jq. (This will be attained only on reaching Jq+1 (i.e., on
crossing the current interval).
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According to Brahmagupta’s rule bhukta gati phala–m
. sƒa
= labdham, which is the estimate of the functional difference dq in the
current interval at the rate of that in the preceeding interval. Thus
. [Along the arc bit hq, the tabular difference is ∆Jq-1
and so expecting proportional change in the difference, applying rule of
three, the difference along hq+1 is estimated as

. In this,

is the rate of change of Rsine in the interval just
crossed. Hence the difference in the current interval of size hq+1 following
the crossed interval is estimated as

. (In modern terms

is the divided difference in the crossed interval)].
Now using the estimated difference dq in the current interval and the
known tabular difference ∆Jq in the current interval, the true functional
difference d in the current interval is given by
according

as

the

mean

> or < ∆Jq (i.e. according as dq > or < ∆Jq)
[Since the estimated difference is dq and tabular difference is ∆Jq, the
actual difference is assumed to be their mean

which

is also in fact not true. So it has to be corrected by subtracting or adding
the amount of change in the residual bit of the interval according as the
mean is > or < ∆Jq. If the mean > ∆Jq, then the amount of decrease in
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the interval has to be deducted from the mean to get the rectified value.So
. Now since the amount of decrease

the first approximation is

, by the rule of three the decrease along ρ is

along hq+1 is

. Hence the rectified difference applicable in the
. Similarly, if the mean < ∆Jq, then

desired bit is

]. Hence at α, the difference in the functional
value is

so that the desired functional value is:

f(α) = f(xq) + u.d, where

.

5. GOVINDASVA– MIN’S COMMENTARY

ON THE

MAHA–BHA–SKAR ī YA

In his commentary on the Maha–bha–skar ī ya of Bha– skara I (Sastry,
1957, iv 22, pp. 201-2), Govindasva– min (c. 800 AD) gives the following
formulae for computing the desired functional value f(α) = Rsinα for some
intervening arc of angular measure α = xq + ρ = qh + ρ; 0 < ρ < h, and
xq < α < xq+1 using tabular values at equal arc bits of size h.

where
,
,
,
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In particular, for q = 8 to 15,

which is exactly the
second order Newton Gauss forward interpolation formula.
6. VAT. ESƒVARA-SIDDHA–NTA OF VAT.ESƒVARA
Various relations between Rsines, Rcosines and Rversines in various
quadrants along with several methods for computing desired Rsines from
given arc and tabular values are given in the Vat. esƒvarasiddha–nta (904 AD)
throwing light on several forms of first and second order interpolation
techniques. Several inverse interpolation methods for finding the desired arc
from given Rsines and tabular values are also given in the
Vat. esƒvarasiddha–nta. Tabular Rsines and versed Rsines are given in verses
from 2 - 51 of the Vat. esƒvarasiddha–nta and the interpolation techniques are
embedded in verses from 55 – 92. For constructing tabular values, Vat.esƒvara
divided a quadrantal arc into 96 equal parts instead of usual 24 so that each
part is of angular measure 56′15′′. This being much smaller than the 24th
part is more qualified to be considered straight than the 24th part so that the
first tabular sine can be equated to the angular measure of the first tabular
arc and greater accuracy can be attained in the tabular values with smaller
interval of differencing. Vat.esƒvara constructed tables of 96 Rsines and
Rversines using the formulae Ji+1 = Ji + ∆Ji for i = 1, 2, 3, ...95 where
, where

,

,

, J1 = h,
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J0 = 0, R = 3437′44′, and R2 = 11818047′35′′, Rcosines Ki+1 and Rversines
Vi+1 are respectively obtained from

and Vi+1 = R - Ki+1 for

i = 1, 2, 3, ..., 95.
A few features of Vat. esƒvara-siddha–nta as described by K.S. Shukla
are given below:
(A) Tabular Rsines and Rversines for every increase of 56′15′′ of arc (Shukla,
1986, ch. 2, verses I 2-51,pp. 81-92) are:
The values of 96 Rsines and 96 Rversines at interval of

are

fairly accurate. Then Vat.esƒvara gives several rules for interpolation of desired
Rsines from given arc and several rules for inverse interpolation of arc from
given Rsine using the tabular Rsines.As a pre-requisite some important
relations between the Rsines, Rcosines and versed Rsines are given. If s is
the arc ‘approached’ or arc ‘completed’, then the arc ‘remaining’ or ‘yet to

be completed’ in a quadrant is

where c is the circumference. If θ is

the angular measure of the arc s completed, then s = Rθ and the arc yet to
be completed or the remaining arc or approaching arc or the complementary
arc

.
In an odd quadrant, Rsine for a completed arc s is jya– = RSinθ and

Rsine of the remaining arc or complementary arc is agra= jya–

=
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= R Cosθ which is the kot. i. Here agra means that of the
remaining or ‘tail’ or ‘tip’.
In an even quadrant, Rsine of the remaining is agra= jya– of

=

= R sin (π-θ) = Rsin θ.
Now, R – utkrama (s) = jya– of

and R– utkrama

=

jya– of s, where R is the trimaurvika–, the sinus totus.The following relations
are given in the siddha–nta11:
;

;

; and
= RSinθ;

and Rsin (90 -agra)= Rsinθ,
where agra = 900-θ and Rsin(90 - bhuja) = Rcosθ.
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(B) First order interpolation techniques as given in the siddha–nta (Shukla,
1986, verses 58-62, pp. 94-95) are:
i)

where quotient = number of
preceeding tabular Rsines, and
desired Rsine =
;
If

is the angular measure of the arc whose
where quotient k = number

functional value is desired then
of preceeding tabular Rsines, and
In

short

denoting

.
,

the

rule

gives

which is exactly the Newton’s interpolation
formula up to the first order term.

ii) The angular measure r ra–sƒis (where 1 ra–sƒi=300) and b bha–gas (i.e b0 =
ra–sƒi) of the arc (i.e

ra–sƒis) is multiplied by 32 to get an

integer part k ra– sƒis and fractional part β degrees. That is,
,h=
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56.25′. The k so obtained is the number of tabular Rsines that have
preceeded the desired, and the desired Rsine is given by
where

minutes

and the residual arc is of angular measure

.

iii) If the given arc s is of angular measure b degrees (ie. 60×b minutes), and
0 <r< 15 then the number of tabular Rsines that
have preceeded the desired Rsine is k = a + b and the desired Rsine is
where Jk = Rsin kh is the tabular Rsine just
before the desired Rsine. In general, if the quadrantal arc is divided in
to l equal parts, then there will be l tabular Rsines. Since 900 corresponds
to the lth tabular Rsine, b0 corresponds to the

th

tabular Rsine

where
where b + a = k is the number of tabular Rsines that has preceded the
desired
Rsine
and
the
desired
Rsine
is

.
iv) The fourth method described in verse 61 is to compute the desired Rsine
of arc of angular measure b0 using the formula
where the number k and r are the quotient and remainder obtained from
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. Comparing with the third method, the only difference
here is that the quotient of division gives the number of preceding Rsines
directly.
v) The desired arc whose angular measure is α is multiplied by 4 and
divided by 225 to get a quotient which is the number of preceeding
tabular Rsines and the remainder when multiplied by the Rsine diference
and divided by 225 gives a result which when added to the Rsine just
and the

before gives the desired Rsine. That is
desired Rsine is

where 4h = 225, since

h = 56.25´.
(C) Second order interpolation techniques as given in the siddha–nta (Shukla,
1986, verse pp. 95). For computing desired Rsine corresponding to the given
arc of angular measure kh + ρ, 0 < ρ < h the following formulae are
prescribed.
i)
where

Since

ii)
which is same as the above.
iii)
where – or + is to be taken according as

.
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i.e,

where
.
If ρ = hu then it is of the form
which

is

exactly the second order formula now popularly known by the name
Gauss backward interpolation formula. The first formula is in short
equivalent to

which is same as

that of Brahmagupta and is seen to be a forerunner of the Stirlings
formula

iv)

.

according
as ∆Jk < or > ∆Jk-1

v)

as ∆Jk <
or > ∆Jk-1

vi)
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and

vii)

where

viii)

ix)

x)

, for h = 1

xi)

(D) To compute certain Rsine differences, a few other methods are prescribed
in the siddha–nta12
i) The difference of Rsine differences in a unit arc bit can be determined
using the formula
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where the arc interval h is 1.
ii) The difference of Rsine differences in an arc bit of size h is given by

iii) For finding Rsine difference ∆Jk-1 in the arc bit just preceeding the
.

current arc bit the formula is

(E) Inverse interpolation methods for finding desired arc are also described
(Shukla,1986, II.i. verses 83-92,pp. 99-101).
i) The angular measure α of the desired arc is given by
where k is the cardinal number of
the (greatest) tabular Rsine that can be subtracted from the given
functional value Rsinα.
ii) If the Rsine corresponding to the arc α = kh + ρ is given where k is the
cardinal number of the tabular Rsine just crossed and h =

is the arc

bit then the desired α is given by
where Rsin(kh) is the tabular Rsine just before the given Rsine that can
be subtracted from the given Rsine. This formula is same as that given
above where the only difference is

.
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iii) If the desired arc is α = kh + ρ , then its residual arc is
where

and

according as

. In other

where

words,

and

,

because
where

.

iv) If the desired arc is α = kh + ρ, then the residual arcis given by ρ =
= where
and

,

;

;
.

v) The residual arc ρ is given by
where

,

vi) Residual arc is

where

or

,

and

.

Thus Vat. esƒvarasiddha–nta is a treasure trove for theory of interpolation
and inverse interpolation.
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7. SIDDHA–NTA-SƒIROMAN. I

BHA– SKARA II
–
COMMENTARY MARI CI
OF

AND

MUNI–SƒVARA’S

In the Siddha–nta sƒiroman. i (Joshi, 1988, pp. 152, 153; 198-200)
Bha– skara II (1150 AD) has stated several methods for finding tabular values
which includes some of the earlier methods along with some new methods.
i) Starting from, J l = R, and

and using the formulae
and

all the l

tabular values can be computed where l = 3× 2m. For tables of 24 values
.
and

ii) Another method is by using the formulae

iii) Without extracting square roots some tabular values can be obtained
using the formulae

and

.

iv) Another method is by using the formulae,
i = 1, 2, 3, …, 24;

,

, arc bit being 225′.

v) Tabular Rsines for every degree increase of arc can be computed using
the formulae

,

for i = 1°,

2°, ..., 89° where J10 = 60′.
vi) Another method based on refining the Rsine differences corresponding
to the tabular arc bits so as to make it applicable at the desired argument
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in the interstices of the tabular bits is given in the Spas. .t a–dhika–rah. of the
Siddha–nta-sƒiroman. i13. A scheme for further refinement was introduced
by the commentator Mun sƒvara (1653 AD) by formulating an iterative
procedure developed from Bha– skara’s method. Using this method, refined
second generation tables at smaller arc bits can also be extracted from
a given coarser table at larger arc bits. Bha– skara’s formula for refining
the functional difference is given by

interstice of the tabular interval (qh, qh + h)containing the desired arc α =
qh + ρ, 0< ρ < h; h = 10°; where dg = ∆ Jq-1 and db = ∆ Jq are respectively
the tabular differences just before (gata) and just after (bhogya) that interval
(clearly db = dg+1). This formula can be had from the works of Brahmagupta14.
Taking thisrefined value d for Rsines the desired Rsine= the tabular Rsine
just before

. Tabular Rsines and differences for every 10° increase

of arc with R = 120′ as given by Bha– skara15 are as follows.
arc ih

0

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

∆ Ji

21

20

19

17

15

12

9

5

2

Ji

0

21

41

60

77

92

104

Using this table,
the refined difference d is given by

113 118

90
120

can be computed, where
where

. Mun sƒvara in his commentary Mar ī ci on the
Siddha–nta-sƒiroman. i gives an iterative procedure for further refining the
difference with desired degree of accuracy (Mallaya, 2008) using the formula
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for r = 0, 1, 2,… taking d(0) = ∆Jq and continuing
the iterations till stable values up to desired subdivision of degrees are
for each r , where the
obtained. For thisexamine whether
small positive quantity is so chosen as to get the desired degree of accuracy.
The stabilized value is taken as the value of the refined difference d. (The
process when terminated with r = 0 gives Bhâskara’s value). Using the
stabilized value d, the desired Rsine is computed using the formula
. At the end of the iterative procedure since
it follows that
Using

this

. Hence
d

,

in

the

.
desired

value

is

.
Applying this procedure on the known tabular Rsine differences and
Rsines for every 100 increase of arc, refined tabular Rsines can be constructed
for every 10 increase of arc and using this finer table the desired Rsines can
be interpolated with greater degree of accuracy.
The refined Rsine table given is as follows:
ih
Ji

10
2;5;40

20
4;11;16

30
6;17;10

40
8;22;14

50
60
70
10;27;30 12;33;36 14;37;2

80
16;42;2

90
18;46;20

100
20;50;36

150
31;3;30

180
37;4;56

ih
Ji

110
120
130
140
22;53;50 24;56;56 26;59;38 29;1;50

160
33;4;56

170
56;5;4

190
39;04;06

200
41;02;32

ih
Ji

210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
43;0;16 44;57;12 46;53;18 48;48;30 50;42;52 52;36;16 54;30;40 56;20;16 58;10;20

300
60;00;00

ih
Ji

310
320
330
340
350
360
370
380
390
61;48;16 63;25;24 65;21;24 67;06;12 68;49;24 70;32;02 72;13;44 73;52;46 75;31;06

400
77;08;04

ih
Ji

410
420
430
440
450
460
470
480
490
79;23;30 80;17;44 81;50;22 82;20;32 84;50;50 86;19;34 87;45;44 89;10;38 90;33;54

500
91;55;30

ih
Ji

510
520
530
540
550
560
570
580
590
600
93;15;26 94;33;40 95;50;10 97;04;54 98;17;52 99;29;04 100;38;26 101;46;56 102;51;36 103;55;23
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ih
Ji

610
620
630
640
650
660
670
680
690
700
104;57;16 105;57;14 106;55;10 107;51;20 108;45;26 109;37;32 110;27;38 111;14;26 112;01;46 112;45;48

ih
Ji

710
720
730
740
750
760
770
780
790
800
113;27;44 114;05;36 114;45;26 115;21;06 115;14;40 116;26;08 116;55;28 117;22;40 117;47;42 118;10;38

ih
Ji

810
820
830
840
850
860
870
880
890
900
118;31;22 118;49;56 119;06;22 119;20;34 119;32;18 119;42;28 119;50;08 119;55;36 119;58;54 120;00;00

8. BUDDHIVILA–SIN ī

OF

GAN. ESƒA DAIVAJN‚ A

In his commentary Buddhivila–sin ī (1545 AD) 16on the L ī la–vat ī of
Bhâskara II, Gan. esƒa gives a rule for finding the Rsine corresponding to a
desired arc from the angular measure of its complementary arc and quadrantal
arc. As per the rule, if α is the angular measure in degrees of the arc whose
Rsine is desired then β = 90 - α is the angular measure in degrees of the

complementary arc and the desired Rsine is

.

Rversines are given by the formula

. In terms of radians

the formula for Rsines assumes the form

9. PA–RAMESƒVARA

AND

SIDDHA–NTAD ī PIKA–

OF

PARAMESƒVARA

While the commentary Pa–ramesƒvara of Paramesƒvara (AD 1360-1455)
on the Laghubha–skar ī ya17 gives the interpolation formulae for interpolation
of the desired functional values mentioned below in (i), his commentary
Siddha–ntad ī pika (Sastry, 1957, iv 22, pp. 204-205)on the Govindasva– min’s
commentary on the Maha–bha–skar ī ya gives the formulae listed below in (i),
(ii), and (iii).
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i) For computing the desired functional value f(α) = Rsinα corresponding
to some intermediary arc of angular measure α = xq + ρ = qh + ρ; 0 <
ρ < h, h being the size of arc bits and xq < α < xq+1
where

so

that

where
ii) For determination of desired functional values as well as for finding the
functional values at the centre of a residual arc the Siddha–ntad ī pika
gives the following formulae.
a)

where

for the determination of residual Rsine difference and Rcosine at centre
of the residual arc
b)

where

for residual Rcosine difference and Rsine at the centre of the residual arc
and these are the forerunners of the Taylors Series up to second order
for f(x) = Rsinx as well as for f(x) =
Rcosx where
crossed and

is the angular measure of the tabular arc s just
is the angular measure of the residual arc ε. The rule

also gives a method for finding the functional values at the centre of the
residual arc.
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iii) Apart from these Parameœvara gives a mean value type formula for
inverse interpolation (Gupta, 1976) in the Siddha–ntad ī pika to find the
arc corresponding to a given Rsine using the tabular Rsine and Rcosine
just crossed. If the arc corresponding to given Rsin α is desired and the
tabular Rsine and Rcosine just crossed are Rsin(xq) and Rcos(xq) then the
Rsine difference Sd = Rsinα - Rsin(xq) and Rcosine sum KS = Rcosα +
Rcos(xq) are determined. Then if
given by the quotient

the desired residual arc is

.

Since

(if α is close to xq), it follows that the desired arc is
10. TANTRASAM
. GRAHA

AND

GOLASA– RA

OF

.

N LAKAN. T. HA

a) N lakan. t. ha (1443 - 1545) , in his Tantrasam
. graha, enunciates several
methods attributed to Ma– dhava for determination of desired Rsines, tabular
Rsines, versed Rsines and Rsine differences (Sarma, 1977, verse ii. 221). Some of these are briefly mentioned here.
i) The Rsine differences are to be computed using the formula
(i.e.,

using second order

difference notation) and the Rsines using
for i = 1, 2,
..., l-1; l=24 for usual tables of size 24; the first Rsine difference being
∆Jo = J1 - Jo = J1. (The first Rsine is J1 = Rsin 225´ = 224´50´´, and the
first Rsine difference is ∆Jo = 224´50´´ for a table of size 24)
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ii) For for i = 1, 2, ..., l-1; Rsine differences are to be computed using the
formula

where

, the

first Rsine and the successive Rsines are to be computed using
(l =24 for 24 tabular values).

are computed where

iii) Second order differences
M = 2(R - Jl-1),

, Jl = R,

,

and the

successive Rsines are given by
.

In

or

other

terms

compute

for i = 1, 2, 3, ... l-1; where l = 24 h = 225′ for
24 tabular Rsines.
iv) If the angular measure of the arc whose Rsine is desired is θh, Jk and
Jk+1 are the tabular Rsines that are close to the desired Jθ then k<θ<k+1
and θ = k + u where 0 < u < 1 so that θh = kh + uh. The residual arc
subtends an angle ρ = uh minutes at the centre and the θ is closer to
either k or k+1. Then according as the arc difference is in deficit or
surplus,
the
desired
Rsine
and
Rcosine
are
and

, where
. To get more accurate values

compute

the

desired

Rsine
and

and

Rcosine

by
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according as the arc difference is in deficit or surplus. This is of the form
. Having obtained the values of Rsin θh or
Rcos θh corresponding to the lesser arc, the values corresponding to the
greater arc are given by the following formula

where vg

and vs are respectively the values corresponding to the greater and smaller
arcs. Therefore if Rsin θh and Rcos θh are the values of Rsine and
Rcosine respectively corresponding to the smaller arc, then corresponding
; and Rcosine is
to the bigger arc the Rsine is
=
v) As given by Paramesƒvara to find the arc corresponding to a given Rsine
using a known Rsine in its close proximity the following inverse
interpolation method attributed to Ma– dhava is stated. If the arc
corresponding to given Rsinα is desired, then the just approaching known
functional value Rsinθ in its proximity is taken and the sine difference
Sd = Rsinθ - Rsinα and the cosine sum Ks = Rcosθ + Rcosα are computed.
If

, then the arc difference =

and the desired arc=

.

vi) For determination of more accurate values of Rsines corresponding to
compound arcs the following method attributed to Ma– dhava based on
the rule of mutual (addition and subtraction) of Rsines (j ī ve paraspara
nya–ya) is prescribed. If Rsin A, Rsin B, Rcos A, Rcos B are known then
Rsin(A+B) = q1 + q2 and Rsin(A-B) = q1 - q2 where
. In other terms
, where

and
. The underlying

formulae in this are equivalent to
and

,

.
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vii) If the residual arc ε (ie; the remaining arc after the just preceeding
tabular arc st of angular measure say kh) is of angular measure ρ, then
a near accurate value of jya(ε) = Rsinρ is computed using the formula
where ε is small and R is the half diameter.Since ε
=Rρ,

, for small values of ρ. After getting jya (ε)

= Rsin ρ, the desired value

can be determined using the

formula
according as s = st +ε. That is
according as α = kh + ρ or kh - ρ.
b) In the Golasa–ra (Sarma, 1970, verse iii. 6-14, pp. 17-19) N lakan. t.ha
gives a method to construct accurate tabular Rsines and Rversines.
N lakan. t.ha suggests the repeated application (muhurmuhuh. ) of his
geometrical method so as to get the values
, and

,

(for i =0, 1, 2, 3, ….,m; m = 3 for l

= 3×2 m = 24 tabular values) starting from the known Rsine
. The formulae embedded in this geometric method
are

where

and

for i= 1,

2, 3, …, m. Now taking the jm so obtained as the first tabular Rsine J1
and the given last Rsine Jl = Rsin(lh) = R where
compute
compute

,

and
and

,
and then

. Using these compute
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,
,
and
, for i = 2, 3, 4, ...., l-2. This is an excellent method for
constructing very accurate sine, versine and cosine tables (Mallaya, 2004).
11. YUKTIBHA–S. A–

OF

JYES. T.HADEVA (1530 AD)

Jyes. t.hadeva gives a number of methods for determination of tabular
Rsine differences, Rsines, Rversines, and Rcosines in the Yuktibha–s. a–
(Thampuran and Aiyer, 1948)
–

i) One is the geometrical method of Aryabhat.a I using which Ji for i = 1,
2, 4, 5, 7, 10, 11, 13, 14, 16, 17, 19, 20, 22, 23 are derived starting from
and the remaining Ji for i = 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18, 21 are derived
starting from J24 = R
ii) Another procedure is by cumulating the tabular Rsine differences as
follows. Taking
, compute
;
; and
; for i = 1, 2, 3, ........., l (l
= 24 in particular for a table of length 24). Tabular Rsine differences
225, 224, 222, 219, 215, 210, 205, 199, 191, 183, 174, 164, 154, 143,
–
131, 119, 106, 93, 79, 65, 51, 37, 22, 7 as stated by Aryabhat.a I and
others, are to be used for the prescribed computation.
iii) The method based on‘j ī ve paraspara nya–ya’ is as follows. Using J1 =
Rsin(h) and K0 - R, the value of
is first computed. Then
for i = 2, 3, 4, ... l the Rsines and Rcosines are computed successively
using

and

.

iv) Another method for computing tabular values without using the value of
R is given. Using the values of J1 and J2 (J2 can be derived without using
R from J2 = J1 + ∆J1 if ∆J1 is known) the tabular values
can becomputed fori = 2, 3, …, l – 1
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v) The following method is for determination of tabular values with desired
degreeof accuracy. Starting from Jo = 0, Vo = 0 and Ko = R, compute
;

; and

for

. This gives 2l tabular Rsines and the
corresponding the Rversines and hence the Rcosines at arc bits of
minutes. Of these, l tabular values are at arc bits of h minutes. For usual
tables of size 24, l =24 and h = 225′. The method gives 48 tabular values
at equal arc bits of

of which 24 of them are for every increase of

225′.
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